The trends of Normalized Earnings and Rotten Tomatoes Rating for Release Date/Year broken down by Director. Color shows details about Normalized Earnings and Rotten Tomatoes Rating. Data are shown for Title. The data is filtered on minimum of US Gross, maximum of Worldwide Gross, minimum of Rotten Tomatoes Rating, Normalized Earnings and Release Date. The minimum of US Gross Filter includes values greater than or equal to 1. The maximum of Worldwide Gross Filter includes values greater than or equal to 3. The Normalized Earnings Filter ranges from 1 to 53.12. The Release Date Filter ranges from 7/3/1951 12:00:00 AM to 9/10/2016 12:00:00 AM. The view is filtered on Director and Title. The Director Filter has multiple members selected. The Title filter has multiple members selected.
The trends of Normalized Earnings and Rotten Tomatoes Rating for Release Date/Year broken down by Director. Color shows details about Normalized Earnings and Rotten Tomatoes Rating. Datasets shown for Title. The datasets filtered for maximum of US Gross, maximum of Worldwide Gross, minimum of Rotten Tomatoes Rating, Normalized Earnings and Release Date. The minimum of US Gross filter includes values greater than or equal to 1. The maximum of Worldwide Gross filter includes values greater than or equal to 3. The Normalized Earnings filter ranges from 1 to 53.12. The Release Date filter ranges from 7/3/1951 12:00:00 AM to 9/7/2016 12:00:00 AM. The view is filtered on Director and Title. The Director filter has multiple members selected. The Title filter has multiple members selected.
The trends of Normalized Earnings and Rotten Tomatoes Rating for Release Date/Year broken down by Director. Color shows details about Normalized Earnings and Rotten Tomatoes Rating. Data are shown for Title. The data is filtered: minimum of US Gross, maximum of Worldwide Gross, minimum of Rotten Tomatoes Rating, Normalized Earnings and Release Date. The minimum of US Gross filter includes values greater than or equal to 1. The minimum of Rotten Tomatoes Rating filter includes values greater than or equal to 3. The Normalized Earnings filter ranges from 1 to 553.12. The Release Date filter ranges from 7/3/1951 12:00:00 AM to 9/10/2016 12:00:00 AM. The view is filtered on Director and Title. The Director filter has multiple members selected. The Title filter has multiple members selected.
The trends of Normalized Earnings and Rotten Tomatoes Rating for Release Date/Year broken down by Director. Color shows details about Normalized Earnings and Rotten Tomatoes Rating. Datasets are shown for Title. The data is filtered by minimum of US Gross, maximum of Worldwide Gross, minimum of Rotten Tomatoes Rating, Normalized Earnings and Release Date. The minimum of US Gross filter includes values greater than or equal to 1. The maximum of Worldwide Gross filter includes values greater than or equal to 3. The Normalized Earnings filter ranges from 1 to 583.12. The Release Date filter ranges from 7/3/1951 12:00:00 AM to 9/20/2010 12:00:00 AM. The view is filtered on Director and Title. The Director filter has multiple members selected. The Title filter has multiple members selected.
The trends of Normalized Earnings and Rotten Tomatoes Rating for Release Date Year broken down by Director. Color shows details about Normalized Earnings and Rotten Tomatoes Rating. Data shown for Title. The data is filtered on minimum of US Gross, maximum of Worldwide Gross, minimum of Rotten Tomatoes Rating, Normalized Earnings and Release Date. The minimum of US Gross filter includes values greater than or equal to 1. The maximum of Worldwide Gross filter includes values greater than or equal to 1. The minimum of Rotten Tomatoes Rating filter includes values greater than or equal to 3. The Normalized Earnings filter ranges from 1 to 583.12. The Release Date filter ranges from 7/3/1951 12:00:00 AM to 9/10/2010 12:00:00 AM. The view is filtered on Director and Title. The Director filter has multiple members selected. The Title filter has multiple members selected.